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55 Robus t individual s contro l char t 
forr  explorator y analysi s 

5.11 Introductio n 

Controll  charts are applied for a number of purposes and in a range of contexts. Their 
originall  application is as a part of a control loop, for instance in the form of Shewhart's 
(1939,, p. 25) continuing and self-correcting operation to bring a process in a state 
off  statistical control. In this application measurements from the running process are 
addedd one by one to the chart. The chart's purpose is to instigate and guide the search 
forr assignable causes of variation. A slightly different situation arises once the pro-
cesss is more or less in statistical control and the control chart is used to monitor the 
process.. Literature on control charts (see Woodall and Montgomery, 1999, for a recent 
overview)) focuses predominantly on the control chart in this context. Consequently, 
thee current charting methodology has developed charts that function well in the con-
textt of monitoring, but this does not necessarily make them perform well as a tech-
niquee in other applications. 
AA different application of control charts is their use to judge from a given data set 
whetherr the process that produced the data is in statistical control. This type of appli-
cationn is called retrospective analysis (Woodall and Montgomery, 1999). In this chapter 
II  study the use of control charts for exploratory analysis. This type of analysis is per-
formedd on a given data set (such as in retrospective analysis, but unlike monitoring) 
andd has as its purpose the detection of assignable causes of variation1. This purpose 
iss identical to the function of control charting in the monitoring context, but deviates 
fromm its application in retrospective analysis, where the (primary) purpose is not the 
detectionn of assignable causes (which is an analysis of individual observations) but 
thee inference whether or not the process is in statistical control (which is an inference 
aboutt the complete data sample). Control charts may be applied in the exploratory 
contextt in the Exploration phase of quality improvement projects to identify potential 
influencee factors, but as well as an after-the-trial check in the analysis of experimental 
dataa to check for evidence of assignable causes. 
II  limi t myself to control charts for data that are collected as individual measurements, 
leavingg situations in which data are collected in subgroups for further research. Fur-
thermore,, I consider situations in which the data can be described reasonably ade-
quatelyy by means of the normal distribution, although the methodology is robustified 
againstt deviations from the normal distribution especially in the tails. Finally, I as-
sumee that the data are independent. The control chart is designed with moderate 

1Thiss term is used in this chapter in Shewhart's sense, as explained in the appendix of chapter 1. 
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samplee sizes (say, 20 to 100 data points) in mind. 
Thee chapter is organised as follows. Below I investigate the differences between the 
exploratoryy context and the monitoring context. Two motivating examples are dis-
cussed,, highlighting the problems that are encountered if an inquirer applies control 
chartss for exploratory analysis. Section 5.3 enumerates the requirements for a control 
chartt in the exploratory context and incorporates these in a control charting proce-
dure.. The statistical technicalities are developed in section 5.4. Two real-life examples 
demonstratee the proposed procedure's effectiveness in comparison with alternative 
controll  charting methods. A discussion concludes the chapter. 
Thee material in this chapter was presented during the First Annual Conference on 
Businesss and Industrial Statistics in Oslo, Norway, 2001. 

5.22 The explorator y versu s the monitorin g phas e 

5.2.11 Difference s 

Too illustrate the importance of studying control charting procedures for exploratory 
analysiss apart from the monitoring context, I consider differences between the two 
situations.. These differences bear upon: 

1.. Continuing time series versus finite sample. In the monitoring situation samples are 
collectedd at given time instants. Each newly collected data point is compared to 
thee control limits to verify whether the process is still in statistical control. The 
probabilityy a of a false signal is associated with a tail area under the distribution 
off  the individual measurements. If the normal distribution is taken as an approx-
imationn of this distribution, the control limits are usually set at a distance of 3<r of 
thee central line, which corresponds with an approximate false alarm probability 
off  0.003 per observation. 
Inn the exploratory case the inquirer deals with a finite sample. Consequently, 
hee could consider basing the control limits on an overall false alarm probability. 
Thee approximate false alarm probability a is then based on the joint distribution 
off  all the data in the sample. Woodall and Montgomery (1999) advocate this 
proceduree in the context of retrospective analysis, and it seems appropriate when 
thee chart ought to provide answers relating to the complete data set (such as: 
"wass the process controlled?"). I shall argue below that it is inappropriate in the 
exploratoryy context. 

2.. State of the process. Monitoring is especially useful if the process has first been 
broughtt in a more or less controlled state. In the exploratory situation, however, 
theree is no reason to assume that the process is in control, whence it is veryy well 
possiblee to encounter a chaotic sample of measurements. It is, therefore, impor-
tantt to protect oneself by making the control chart robust against deviations from 
thee assumptions that underlie the method. Robust statistical methods (see, e.g., 
Huber,, 1981) ought to play a dominant part. The importance of robust methods 
inn exploratory data analysis is one of the main themes in Hoaglin, Mosteller and 
Tukeyy (1983). 

3.. Dependence between test statistics and control limits. The control limits for a chart 
thatt is used for monitoring are computed from an initial sample or from his-
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toricall  data. Hence, the measurements that are collected from the production 
processs are stochastically independent of the control limits. In the exploratory 
situationn this is not the case: control limits are computed from the measurements 
whichh are plotted in the chart. This is a second motivation to use robust statistical 
procedures,, since disturbances in the observations can inflate the control limits, 
makingg the chart less sensitive in detecting the remaining assignable causes. 

4.. Dependence between successive tests. If the control limits are computed from the 
measurementss that are indicated in the chart, the successive comparisons of ob-
servationss to the control limits are no longer independent, as was observed by 
Quesenberryy (1993). Consequently, the fraction of points that are mistakenly 
identifiedd as outliers is no longer a. Quesenberry shows that the dependence 
betweenn the successive tests is related to the variance of the control limits. This 
iss a motivation to base the control limits on efficient estimators. 

5.. Difference in functionality. In monitoring the emphasis is on the signal function of 
thee control chart, whereas the emphasis in exploratory analysis is on clue gen-
eration.. For this reason, the requirement that the chart provides an easily inter-
pretedd display of the data is even more important in the exploratoryy context than 
inn the monitoring context. 

5.2.22 Two motivatin g example s 

Twoo examples demonstrate some of the problems that could arise when control charts 
aree applied in exploratory analysis. I am confident the examples wil l look familiar to 
practitioners. . 

55 10 15 20 25 

Figuree 5.1 Control chart with control limits based on the average moving range. 

Thee data in figure 5.1 were drawn from the Af(Q, 1) distribution. Observations 11 and 
200 were replaced with the value 6.0, observation 14 with the value —6.0. Given the way 
inn which the data were obtained, one would like a control chart to give three signals: 
att observations 11, 14 and 20. The chart that is often used for exploratory analysis is 
thee individuals control chart (see, e.g., Roes, Does and Schurink, 1993). In this control 
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chartt — to which I shall refer as Average Moving Range (AMR)-chart — the control 
limit ss are computed from 

UCLL = fi + 2.66 AMR. 

LCLL = £ - 2.66 AMR. 

Here,, p, is the overall mean of the data, and 

11 n _1 

AMR== J2\yi-Vi+i\-

Thee outliers in the data result in an inflated error estimate, and consequently, the con-
troll  limits are too wide: the chart in figure 5.1 gives one signal (observation 14) — and 
evenn this point is only just below the lower control limit . 

Thee data in figure 5.2 were obtained from a simulation of the model 

ViVi = IH + u, 

with/u,, = 10.0 fori = 1,. .. .20; ft = 12.0 fori = 21, . . . ,30, and /x*  = 8.0 for i = 
3 1 , . . .,, 50. The et are i.i.d. 7V(0,1). Observation 47 was set to the value 12.5. We would 
likee a control chart to make the following suggestions: 

oo Shift in the mean at i = 21 and i = 31. 

oo Outlier at i = 47. 

oo The remaining variation is white noise. 

- || 1 1 1 r-
100 20 30 40 50 

Figuree 5.2 Control chart with control limits based on the average moving range. 

Thee AMR-chart gives one signal. It does not give any information about the moment 
whenn the shifts occurred, and the shifts make the detection of further assignable causes 
—— such as the outlier at i = 47 — difficult. 
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5.33 Propose d contro l char t 

5.3.11 Requirement s 

Thee discussion about the requirements for a control chart for exploratory analysis is 
openedd with the requirements listed by Shewhart (1939, p. 30) for criteria to detect 
assignablee causes: 

1.. They should indicate the presence of assignable causes of variation. 
2.. They should not only indicate the presence of assignable causes, but also should 

doo this in a way to facilitate the discovery of these causes. 
3.. They should be as simple as possible and adaptable in a continuing and self-

correctivee operation of control. 
4.. They should be such that the chance of looking for assignable causes when they 

aree not present does not exceed some prescribed value. 

II  discuss these requirements for the control chart in the exploratory context. 

Add 1. Indicat e the presenc e of assignabl e cause s 
Assignablee causes are detected by anything that indicates nonrandomness. An obvi-
ouss deviation from randomness is an outlier — Shewhart's criterion I. Other criteria 
shouldd be based on the order of data, in which generic patterns could be observed by 
whichh assignable causes manifest themselves. Shewhart stresses that such a generic 
patternn can only be based on experience (see the discussion in section 2.2.4). I propose 
too discern — apart from outliers — one generic pattern that the control chart should 
detect,, namely shifts in the mean. The importance of this pattern is acknowledged by 
thee large literature on CUSUM and EWMA charts. The discussion about the inclusion 
off  more generic patterns is postponed to section 5.6. 
Ass demonstrated in the examples in section 5.2.2, the presence of assignable causes 
off  either kind — outliers and shifts in the mean — seriously affects the chart's ability 
too detect the remaining assignable causes. Therefore, and in view of points 2. and 3. 
inn section 5.2.1, the procedure should be robust against both outliers and shifts in the 
mean.. The former is achieved by employing robust estimation methods, the latter by 
incorporatingg detected shifts in the analysis. 
Apartt from this, and as was remarked in point 5. in section 5.2.1, a clear visualisation is 
vitall  in the exploratory context to facilitate the revelation of more nonrandom patterns. 

Add 2. Facilitat e the discover y of detecte d assignabl e cause s 
Inn exploratory analysis this is an important point and it is the reason why the chart 
shouldd not use an overall false alarm probability a. The inquirer is interested in ques-
tionss suchh as "when were assignable causes present?" and "how many assignable causes 
weree present?", which are questions related to individual measurements. Hence, the 
chart'ss performance should be based on the distribution of the individual data points, 
andd individual as, such as in the monitoring context, are appropriate. 

Add 3. Simpl e and adaptabl e 
Thee computations required for the set-up of a control chart are nowadays always per-
formedd by a computer, and as a consequence the restrictions on computational efforts 
aree much looser than in Shewhart's days. I do not, therefore, consider simplicity or 
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adaptabilityy of computation an important requirement. Simplicity of the visual pre-
sentation,, on the contrary is important. 

Add 4. Low false alarm rate 
Shewhartt warns against confusing criteria for the identification of assignable causes 
andd hypothesis tests. This relates to the issue that — as long as the process is not 
inn statistical control — the assumptions that are required for a hypothesis test (e.g., 
concerningg the assumed distribution) cannot be made rigorously. The mathematical 
theoryy of hypothesis testing serves as a background for the development of control 
chartt procedures, but is yet fundamentally different (Shewhart, 1939, pp. 39—40). In 
particular,, the chance of looking for an assignable cause when there is none present 
iss associated with the tail probability of an assumed distribution function, but this 
associationn should be seen as a rough approximation. 
Variouss authors have argued against plotting control limits in a control chart when it 
iss used in the context of exploratory data analysis. In reply to Woodall (2000), Hoerl 
sayss that "the plot of the data over time is much more valuable than the control limits." 
II  do not agree on practical grounds. As suggested by Shewhart's requirement 4., the 
purposee of the control chart is not only to specify when to search for assignable causes, 
butt also when not to do this. In my experience, engineers have a tendency to see an 
assignablee cause in every bit of variation, simply because their limited experience with 
variationn patterns makes it difficult to assess which patterns typically arise in random 
dataa and which not. The control limits give the guidance that these engineers need. 
Thiss does not mean that the comparison of observations to control limits should be 
seenn as a hypothesis test (see Woodall, 2000, for an overview of this controversy). 
Itt only means that our chart should indicate which points are suspicious and which 
aree not, and that our operational definition of 'suspicious' is based on tail areas of 
distributionn functions. 

5.3.22 Propose d procedur e 

Forr the analysis of individual measurements in the exploratory context I propose the 
subsequentt control charting procedure. 

1.. Estimate the locations of possible shifts and test significance of these shifts. Upon 
completionn of this step, the original data set is divided in intervals on which the 
meann of the measurements is presumed constant. 

2.. Estimate (using robust estimators) the means of the intervals between succes-
sivee shifts. Also, estimate (using robust estimators) the variance of the in-control 
measurements. . 

3.. Based on these estimates, determine a pair of control limits for each interval. 
Measurementss are identified as outliers if they fall beyond these control limits. 

AA preview of the effectiveness of this procedure in dealing with the problems illus-
tratedd in section 5.2.2 is shown in figure 5.3. 

5.3.33 Relationshi p wit h proposition s in literatur e 

Hawkinss (1993) distinguishes 'isolated' assignable causes from 'persistent' assignable 
causess and links these to the Shewhart-type control chart for the first type, and charts 
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CO O 

o o 

10 0 15 5 20 0 25 5 10 0 20 0 30 0 40 0 50 0 

Figuree 5.3 Proposed control chart. 

thatt accumulate information from successive measurements (CUSUM, EWMA) for the 
second.. The proposed control chart is a combination of both types of techniques: it 
employss change-point analysis techniques to detect shifts, and Shewhart-type control 
chartss for the intervals between shifts. This combination was proposed in the literature 
by,, for instance, Lucas (1982), Sullivan and Woodall (1996) and Taylor (2000), although 
onlyy the latter has the two analyses incorporated in a single graph. There is a lot of 
literaturee on the application of change-point analysis in control charting methodology, 
suchh as literature on CUSUM techniques (Page, 1954) and Cuscore charts (Box and 
Ramirez,, 1992). Especially in the context of retrospective analysis, a powerful method 
iss proposed by Koning and Does (2000). However, these papers focus on detection of 
shiftss and do not address the issue of estimating their location. Sullivan and Woodall 
(1996)) do consider estimation of the location of a shift. Their procedure is less powerful 
inn detecting shifts than the procedure of Koning and Does, but the gain in power of 
thee latter is appearance, since the extra detected shifts are so small that they cannot be 
estimatedd accurately. 

Thee role that robust estimation ought to play in control charting methodology was 
welll  stated by Rocke (1989), who observed that 

oo statistics that are indicated in the control chart should be sensitive to outliers, 
whereas s 

oo statistics that are used to calculate the control limits should be robust against 
outliers. . 

Inn the past decades a number of articles has appeared that deal with robust control 
charts.. A robust mean and range chart was proposed by Langenberg and Iglewicz 
(1986),, who base their control limits on the trimmed mean of the subgroup means and 
thee trimmed mean of ranges. Rocke (1989) studies the use of the Inter Quartile Range 
(IQR)) as a robust estimator of error and finds it to perform well in a number of out-
of-controll  scenarios. More advanced estimators for the mean and range chart where 
studiedd by Tatum (1997). He recommends the use of a variant of the biweight A-
estimatorr (Lax, 1985). This estimator is very robust against deviations from the model 
assumptions,, but has nonetheless an efficiency that is only slightly less than that of the 
samplee standard deviation. 
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Robustt methods for the individuals chart were studied by Bryce, Gaudard and Joiner 
(1997)) and Boyles (1997). The Median Absolute Deviation from the median (MAD) 
seemss to outperform other estimators in situations in which outliers are present. How-
ever,, neither of the two papers draws the biweight A-estimator or other advanced 
robustt estimators into the comparison. 
Inn the subsequent section I derive the necessary estimation and testing procedures. 
Inn order to satisfy the robustness requirement, the theory of M-estimators plays an 
importantt role. The reader is referred to Hoaglin, Mosteller and Tukey (1983, ch. 11), 
forr a concise introduction. 

5.44 Estimatio n and testin g procedure s 

5.4.11 Estimatio n of the locatio n of a shif t 

Thee null-model that is assumed for the in-control process has all measurements yt, i = 
1, . . ... n, share the same normal distribution: 

yi=Hyi=H  + Ci, i = 1,... ,n, (5.1) 

witheïiidA/'(0,ö-2). . 
Too derive the required estimation and testing methods, I start studying how to estimate 
thee location r of a shift, given that a single shift has occurred. The situation is described 
byy the following model: 

ViVi = Hi + e,: for i = 1,. . ., r, 
yi=V-2+Uyi=V-2+U  fori = T + l , . . . , n, 

e,, iid A/"(0, a2); nu ^2, o and r unknown. Sullivan and Woodall (1996) derive the maxi-
mumm likelihood (ML) estimator for r. It is found, together with the ML estimators for 
/j] ,, H2 and a from 

with h 

(/ii,/i2,(J,f)) = arg min ^(/X],//2, o", r). 

% j ,, /x2l a, r) = ~ log(27T<72) + - ^ I £ ( y, - fi, f + £ [y, - //2) : 

11 z a \ i = i i=T+: 

Argg min f(x) denotes the value of x for which f(x) is minimised. Taking derivatives 
forr /i] , n-2 and a and equating to zero we find for fixed r: 

11 T 

TT i=i 

11 n 

""  ' 1=7+] 

* 2MM  = -\1t(yi-fii[T]) 2+  E (W-A2M 
nn V J =1 t = r +l 
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rr = 2,3, . . . , n - 2. Next, 

ff  = arg min ^ i [ r ] , / i 2[ r ] , j [ r ] , r ) 

==  argmin{log(ö"[r])} . (5.3) 

Finally, , 
All =/Jl[^]; ^2 = A2[r]; flr = flr[f]. (5.4) 

However,, we are well aware that not all measurements are necessarily produced by 
thee in-control model (5.1). We anticipate that some observations — outliers — might 
stemm from a more heavily tailed distribution. In order to make the procedure robust 
againstt the possible presence of outliers it is modified in the following way. For r = 
2 , . . .,, n - 2, let /zi[r] be the solution of J2l=i 4> {^M) = ° a n d l e t A2M be the solution 
off  n = r + i ^ ( 5 ^ ) = 0 , where 

SS00[T][T]  = median{|yi - m|} i= l i ...,n, 

withh m = mi[T]  if 1 < i < r, and m = m2[T) if r + 1 < i < n, where m\[r\ and 
mm22[r][r]  are the medians of y i , . . ., yT and yT+\,- , yn respectively. Furthermore, ip is an 
oddd function, whereas c is a tuning constant. Thus, /xi[r] and ^[T]  are M-estimators 
(Huber,, 1981) for location based on a preliminary estimate S0[T]  for scale. Our final 
scalee estimate is given by 

mm = ^ Q H (s - , ̂  CsgüP)+su* . ̂  C^ff 1))'72
 (5 5) 

Thee given procedure to obtain a scale estimate uses the asymptotic variance of the 
M-estimatorss for location in order to estimate the standard deviation of the error. This 
typee of scale estimators is named A-estimators by Lax (1985). Lax finds A-estimators to 
performm well when compared to other robust scale estimators, including M-estimators. 
Seee also Gross (1976), Hoaglin et al. (1983) and Shoemaker (1984). 
II  propose to take i>  to be the derivative of the bisquare function: 

.,., f u(l-u2)2, | u | < l, 
* (U)) = { 0, |u| > 1. 

Althoughh this choice can be well motivated, I mention Huber's, Hampel's and An-
drews'' i) functions as alternative options (see Hoaglin et al., 1983). Observations 
yiyi,...,,..., yT in the neighbourhood of the estimated mean yüi [r] have standardised val-
uess u = (yi - £LI[T])/CSO[T] around 0, as do observations y r+i, . .. ,y„  in the neighbour-
hoodd of fair].  For these observations, ijj(u)  behaves as ku (for a nonzero constant k), 
whichh is the ^-function associated with the ML estimator for normally distributed 
measurements.. In view of the assumed normality of the centre of the distribution, this 
iss an important property (ibid., p. 363). Observations further removed from the mean 
aree more and more downweighted, and observations further removed than cs0[r ] are 
completelyy rejected. Simulations show that the value c = 9 for the tuning constant 
resultss in a good performance in a range of situations. 
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Analogouss to (5.3), f could be determined from 

ff = argmin{/og((r[r])}, 

butt because of the chosen ip function evidence of (larger) shifts is mistakenly down-
weightedd (or rejected) as stemming from outliers. Therefore, a better estimate for T is 
foundd from 

ff  =argmin{7og(<T#[T])} , (5.6) 

wheree <T#[T] is found by plugging in i[>*  for ip in (5.5). Function ip* is a 'stretched' 
versionn of ip so as to reflect the fact that we have data from two normal distributions 
(withh mean /ii  and mean fi2). Letting A = \{II[T]  - /t2[r]|/cs0[r ] we define: 

ip*(u) ip*(u) 
sgn(u) ) 

uu ) , 
16 6 

25V5' ' 

s g n (M ) ( |u | - A ) ( l - ( [ u | - A ) 2 ) 2 2 

0, , 

i i 
y/5' y/5' l«|< < 

AA + i < | w | < A + l, 
lull  > A + l. 

Wee use v^# only in (5.6); all other estimators are based on ip. Figure 5.4 illustrates the 
idea.. As in (5.4), fa = fa[f]; fa =  fi^f];  a = a[f}. 

-O-O 0 D 

Figuree 5.4 ip (left) and V#- The locations of u = 0 and u = A are marked with 0 and D or 
-D. -D. 

5.4.22 Testin g significanc e of a shif t 

Wee test the null-model (5.1) against the alternative model (5.2). The likelihood ratio 
statisticc for this testing problem is (<r£/cr2)n/2, with na\ = E?=i(Vi ~ /*o)2 and n/x0 = 
Et

n=ii  2/i- This statistic can be shown to be equivalent with 

T T 
f(nf(n • M22 - H\ 

a a 
(5.7) ) 

withh a2 = na2/(n - 2) (cf. Bickel and Doksum, 1977, p. 216). This statistic has the same 
appearancee as the test statistic in the two sample t-test, but because of the fact that f is 
aa random variable it does not follow a ̂ -distribution under the null-model. 
Thee test statistic defined in (5.7) can be robustified by plugging in the robust estimators 
proposedd in the preceding section. Thus, we arrive at 

RT RT 
t(nt(n - f) ffi2 - fa 

(5.8) ) 
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5.44 Estimation and testing procedures 

Simulationss show that the distribution of RT2/ni under the null-model can be well 
approximatedd by an F-distribution having ni degrees of freedom in the numerator 
andd n2 degrees of freedom in the denominator. For various n suitable choices for n\ 
andd n2 are given in table 5.1. The appendix provides details about the determination 
off  these values. 

n n 

"2 2 

10 0 

2.98 8 

3.0 0 

15 5 

3.26 6 

5.7 7 

20 0 

3.50 0 

10.9 9 

30 0 

3.76 6 

29.6 6 

40 0 
3.97 7 

55.3 3 

50 0 

4.13 3 

90.6 6 

60 0 

4.23 3 

oo o 

70 0 

4.33 3 

oo o 

100 0 
4.42 2 

oo o 

150 0 

4.56 6 

oo o 

Tablee 5.1 Suitable values for ni and n2 for various sample sizes n. 

Thee proposed approximation is accurate up to the 0.99 quantile of the distribution of 
RTRT22/n\./n\. An accurate approximation to the values for nx and n2 can be found from the 
followingg formulas: 

nii  « 4.75 - 33.5/n + 160/n2, 
nn22 ~ 2.73 - 0.447n + 0.0441n2 (For n > 50, take n2 = oo). 

Altogetherr the test signals if ^-RT2 > F~ n̂2{l  — a), with a the probability of falsely 
detectingg a shift. 

5.4.33 Multipl e shift s 

Havingg detected a shift, the data are split into two groups: yx,...,yf and j/f+i , • • • ,yn-
Thee same procedure is applied to both groups, verifying whether more shifts can be 
detected.. This procedure is continued recursively, until no more shifts are detected 
orr until the size of the groups becomes smaller than 4 or any other chosen minimum 
value.. In the situation of a larger number of alternating shifts this procedure suffers 
fromm a masking problem. Since the control chart is designed with moderate sample 
sizess in mind, the number of shifts wil l not often be that large and as a consequence 
thee adequacy of the proposed control chart is not seriously affected. However, the 
constructionn of a procedure that deals more effectively with multiple shifts is an inter-
estingg topic for further research. 

5.4.44 Detectio n of outlier s 

Denotingg by jxi, . . ., fik the estimated means of the groups in between the detected 
shiftss f2,..., ffc, we re-estimate the error from the formula 

Ass before, s0 is the MAD: 
s00 = median{t/i - m} , 
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withh m the median of the relevant subgroup. The factor ^/n in the numerator of (5.5) 
iss replaced with Jn2/(n — k) in order to account for the loss of degrees of freedom 
forr the estimation of /Xj,..., fj,k. Note that a is calculated from xp instead of ip#: this 
ensuress that our final scale estimate is robust against nuisance stemming from slight 
misestimationn of r. 
Forr each group j = l,...,k the chart has control limits at 

UCLjj  = fa +h, 

LCLjj  = (ij — h 

Tj+lTj+l  — fj — 1 

TJJ + 1 - Tj ~ 1 
,, — : : — <?, 

wheree we define f\ — 0 and fjt+i = n for notational ease. The scalar h determines how 
muchh evidence we require before we are prepared to identify an observation as an out-
lier.. We work with the traditional value h = 3. The factor J{TJ+\ - T3 - l)/(fj +i - f,) 
stemss from the dependency between the yt and the control limits. 

5.55 Two example s 

Inn two examples stemming from recent projects I compare the method with other con-
troll  charts. The first example stems from the food industry. The principal stage in 
thee production of decaffeinated coffee is an extraction process during which most of 
thee caffeine is removed from the coffee beans. During the extraction an auxiliary sub-
stancee DCM is added to the beans, and removed after the process. The percentage of 
DCMM that is absorbed by the beans and as a result cannot be removed is an important 
qualityy characteristic. 
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Figuree 5.5 Proposed control chart for DCM percentage measurements. 
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5.55 Two examples 

AA quality improvement project was started in order to bring the DCM percentages 
safelyy below a certain requirement. In an early stage in the project DCM percentage 
measurementss were collected of 96 batches of coffee beans. The robust exploratory 
controll  chart of these data — which are multiplied by a scalar for reasons of confiden-
tialityy — is presented in figure 5.5. 
Thee control chart reveals the presence of several assignable causes: it provides evi-
dencee that in the time period in which the 96 measurements were collected eight iso-
latedd disturbances occurred as well as two shifts in the mean. Removing the outliers 
andd correcting the remaining measurements for the shifts, the inquirer is left with 
measurementss which can be described reasonably well by a normal distribution with 
standardd deviation 0.35. Note that the identification of outliers is possible because the 
riskk of a false signal is specified per observation (cf. section 5.3.1, ad. 2). Had we chosen 
too work with an overall false alarm risk, it would have been unclear what guidance 
thee control limits provide for the identification of assignable causes. 
Thee unstable state of this process is a serious complication for experimentation. In the 
firstt instance improvement efforts should focus on preventive actions against the dis-
turbances.. The control chart in the figure gives important indications on their nature 
andd the time instants on which they occurred. A good strategy would be to discuss 
thee control chart with the operators and process engineers who work with the pro-
cess,, and if possible to consult log books in order to find more information about the 
processs conditions during those time instants on which disturbances occurred. 
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Figuree 5.6 AMR-chart for DCM percentage measurements. 

Figuree 5.6 shows the AMR-chart for the DCM percentage measurements. This chart 
detectss the larger outliers. It does not, however, provide indications about the presence 
off  the shifts. Moreover, two of the smaller outliers are not detected. The standard 
deviationn of the in-control process is estimated to be 0.58, which seems to be too large. 
Thiss large estimate can be explained by the fact that it includes the additional variation 
thatt is caused by the shifts and by the fact that the average moving range is not as 

o o 
Q Q 
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Robustt individuals control chart 

robustt an estimator as the A-estimator that was used in the proposed procedure. 
Thee AMR-chart can be augmented with additional runs rules (see Nelson, 1984). These 
extraa tests make the chart more powerful in detecting shifts and drifts. I apply two 
popularr rules to the DCM percentage data: 

1.. Signal when 9 consecutive measurements are on the same side of the centre line. 

2.. Signal when 4 out of 5 measurements are on the same side of and more than a 
distancee of 1 sigma from the centre line. 

Thee first rule signals at observations 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 60, 61, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 
85,, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94,95, 96. The second rule signals at observations 4, 5, 
6,, 7, 8, 10,11,12,13, 56, 57, 58, 60, 89, 90, 91. Clearly, the chart finds evidence for the 
shifts.. However, it does not provide clear information about their number or the time 
instantss on which they occur. Moreover, the detected shifts are not incorporated in the 
analysis,, and as a consequence the chart is less sensitive in detecting the remaining 
assignablee causes. 

Thee second example demonstrates the performance of our procedure in the case of a 
smallerr data set (30 observations). The example concerns the lengths of biscuits when 
theyy leave the oven. In order to identify assignable causes of variation in their length, 
threee biscuits were measured every two minutes, for 60 minutes on a row. The re-
sultingg data set does not consist of individual measurements. However, the proposed 
controll  chart can be applied to the averages of the groups of three measurements. The 
chartt for these averages is presented in figure 5.7. 
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Figuree 5.7 Proposed control chart for the averages of lengths. 

Thee chart suggests that the average length has shifted between the 22nd and the 24,h 

minute.. Inquiry with the operators on duty learned that the speed of a conveyor belt 
wass modified at (precisely) that moment in order to adjust the length a bit. Besides 
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5.66 Discussion 

thiss adjustment, the average length appears in statistical control, indicating that no 
assignablee causes should be sought on the basis of these measurements. 
Thee traditional chart for subgrouped measurements is the (X,i?)-control chart. The 
X-chartt is shown in figure 5.8. The control limits are computed from an estimate of 
thee within-groups spread based on the average range — see formula (6-5) in Mont-
gomeryy (1991, p. 204). The chart gives four signals. The X-chart signals when there 
iss (a significant amount of) between-groups variation that cannot be accounted for by 
thee within-groups variation alone. In view of this behaviour, the four signals would 
suggestt that the length of the biscuits is not perfectly stable in time, which is in itself a 
valuablee suggestion, but not specific enough to pinpoint the assignable cause. 
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Figuree 5.8 X-chart for the lengths of biscuits. 

Iff  the inquirer is not so much interested in establishing whether additional between-
groupss variation is present, but rather wants to know whether this additional variation 
iss random, he could plot an AMR-chart with the average lengths considered as indi-
viduall  observations (this procedure is advocated for the monitoring context in Does, 
Roess and Trip, 1999, ch. 8.3). The chart is shown in figure 5.9. The chart fails to detect 
thee shift in the mean (even when it is augmented with the beforementioned runs rules). 
II  conclude that the proposed control chart provides the most revealing presentation of 
thiss data set. 

5.66 Discussion 

Thee term 'control' has littl e bearing on the application of control charts in exploratory 
analysis.. Consequently, the terms 'control chart' and 'control limits' are somewhat 
misleading,, and 'process behaviour chart' and 'natural process limits' might be better 
termss (this terminology is used by Wheeler and Poling, 1998). 
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Figuree 5.9 AMR-chart for the averages of lengths. 

Itt has been argued that charts for monitoring in which the control limits are computed 
fromm small samples are misleading (see Quesenberry, 1993). Simulations show that the 
probabilityy that the proposed exploratory chart gives a misleading image is modest, 
evenn for smaller sample sizes. Judging a chart to be misleading either if it incorrectly 
detectss a shift, or if it gives two or more false alarms for outliers, we find that for a 
samplee size of 40 the probability that the chart is misleading is 5.72%. Simulations also 
confirmm the high efficiency of the A-estimator: 84% for a sample size of 40 (compared 
too the standard deviation). The efficiency of a scale estimator based on the AMR is 
61%. . 
Ann alternative for using robust estimators for the mean and in-control standard devi-
ationn is the following iterative procedure: 

1.. Plot a provisional control chart of the data. 

2.. Identify outliers. 

3.. Recalculate the control limits, ignoring the identified outliers. 

Stepss 2. and 3. could be done once, or iteratively until no more outliers are detected. 
Itt should be understood that this procedure is nothing but a robust estimation proce-
dure.. The statistical properties of procedures as this, however, are only mediocre to 
badd (Hampel, Ronchetti, Rousseeuw and Stahel, 1986, pp. 56-71). There is, moreover, 
ann inherent problem in the given procedure: outliers might inflate the error estimate 
soo much, that the chart becomes too insensitive to detect even a single outlier (the 
chartt in figure 5.1 comes quite close to this situation). The given iterative procedure is 
inferiorr to the use of the A-estimator in the proposed control chart. 
Thee proposed procedure could — and perhaps should — be generalised to include 
moree generic patterns. Obvious candidates include linear (or polynomial) trends, au-
toregressivee or moving average terms and shifts in the variance. The selected generic 
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5.66 Discussion 

patternss should span most of the space of patterns in which assignable causes manifest 
themselves.. The procedure should suggest one or a number of possible interpretations 
off  the data, and it should indicate to what extent the given interpretations succeed in 
reducingg the measurements to white noise. This procedure seems a valuable aid for 
exploratoryy data analysis. The inquirer must, however, always look for clues that the 
automatedd procedure does not detect. Moreover, the suggested interpretations should 
bee interpreted as hypotheses and further deductive testing is required before the in-
quirerr can arrive at a final interpretation of a set of data. 
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Appendi x x 
Approximatin gg the distributio n of RT2 

Forr suitable choices of 7i] and n2 we approximate the distribution of RT2fn\ (see for-
mulaa (5.8)) under model (5.1) by the FnuTl2-distribution. This appendix shows how 
suitablee values for 77.1 and n2 were obtained for various sample sizes n. 
Forr fixed n we draw 10 000 samples of size n from a standard normal distribution and 
wee calculate the corresponding 10 000 realisations of RT2. The first two moments of 
thee empirical cumulative distribution function (ECDF) that is induced by these 10 000 
valuess are given by 

ii 10000 

MM = - £ RT2, 

ii 10000 

MM22 = - £ RT?. 
nn T~i 

Thee first two moments of the ECDF approximating the distribution of RT2/nj can be 
determinedd analogously, and equating these with the first two moments of the iv tl re-
distributionn (see Johnson and Kotz2,1970) we find 

Solvingg 771 andd n2 

Ah Ah 
n\ n\ 
MM2 2 

1$ 1$ 

fromm these equat 

nn22 = 

ww i -

nn2 2 

nn22~2' ~2' 

nii  (n2 -

ionss gives 

AMAM2 2 

nn + 2) 
2) (n2--

-- 2M2 

MM22 - M2 - 2M 

-- M^~\ 

4) ) 

l l 

n<2 n<2 

(5.9) ) 

(5.10) ) 

Furthe rr  specific s 
Forr n > 50 we find n2 to increase rapidly. Since Fnun,2 converges to X% /n: if n2 —*  oo 
(forr fixed ni and X2

x /n} being the distribution of a statistic having a chi-square distri-
butionn with ni degrees of freedom, divided by n\), we approximate the distribution of 
RTRT22 by the X2  ̂-distribution for sample sizes larger than 50. Following the same idea 
ass above, n\ is determined from 

77]] =MX. (5.11) 

Forr 77 < 20 we run into the problem that the proposed approximation is inadequate 
inn the remote tails (beyond the 0.99 quantile): the remote tails of the distribution of 
RTRT22/ni/ni are heavier than those of the approximating F-distribution. These heavy tails 
havee a large impact on the moments of the ECDF and, consequently, the found values 
forr 771 and n2 do not give the best approximation on the relevant domain, namely up 

2Notee that the last part of their formula (5) on p. 77 contains an error: (%*•) should be ( ̂  J . 
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too the 0.99 quantile. Ideally, we would approximate the ECDF truncated at the 0.99 
quantilee by an F-distribution truncated at the 0.99 quantile. We would then equate 
momentss of these truncated distributions. Unfortunately it seems not feasible to ob-
tainn expressions for the moments of the truncated F-distribution. 
Anotherr approach to circumvent the problem is inspired by the following idea (see 
Bickell  and Doksum, 1977, p. 387). Writing RT?t) for the ordered RT2, we note that 

thee points TOM, TOM, FF l 

711,712 2 

111 111 
) )

1, . . .,, 9900 would lie on the line y = x if the 
approximationn were perfect (up to the 0.99 quantile). Using this idea, 

== argmm 2^ | RT^/vi 
9900 0 

FF 1 1/2 2 

100 000 
(5.12) ) 

i.e.,, rii  and n2 are chosen so that they minimise the L2 distance from the line y = x. In 
practice,, nx and n2 were found taking the values of (5.9) and (5.10) as starting points 
forr a numerical routine minimising (5.12). 

Thee reported values in table 5.1 were determined from (5.12) (for n = 10,15 and 20), 
(5.9)) and (5.10) (for n = 30,40 and 50), or (5.11) (for n = 60,70,100 and 150). The 
adequacyy of the proposed approximation for n = 20 and n = 60 is demonstrated in 
figuree 5.10, which shows the probability plots (up to the 0.99 quantile) for the ECDF. 
Itt displays the points (.RT^/ni, Fni]m (YÖOT!))-

 T h e indices o n t h e 2/-axis are Fnun2(y) 
insteadd of y. The plots are representative for the plots of other values of n, and they 
showw that the approximation is accurate up to the 0.97 quantile and fairly accurate up 
too the 0.99 quantile. 
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Figuree 5.10 Probability plot for n = 20 (left) and n = 60. 

Thee proposed polynomial approximations for the values of ru and n2 have (for the 
samplee sizes n in table 5.1) a maximal error of 0.051 (m) and 0.59 (n2). 
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